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5 Dimensions of EQ
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Boost your students’ Emotional Intelligence. Explore with your students the rich
world of emotions and have them tune into their own emotions. Help students
control their emotions and motivate themselves to succeed. Nurture the
development empathy and students’ relationship skills. See why EQ can matter
more than IQ. This SmartCard explores the basics of emotional
tiona intelligence,
examines the five dimensions of EQ in depth, provides ideas
to
deass aand activities
a
develop your students’ EQ, and lists hundreds of emotions
onss from
om A to Z to
t explore
ore
with your students.
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You’ll Be Happy To Know…
The Origin of EQ

The 5 Dimens
Dimensions of EQ

The concept of Emotional Intelligence (often
ften
called EQ for Emotion Quotient after IQ
Q for
ed by Dr
Intelligence Quotient) was developed
Peter Salovey of Yale University and Dr John
shire.
Mayer of the University of New Hampshire.
ed and exten
Their theory was popularised
extended by
st Daniel Go
psychologist and journalist
Goleman
motional Intelligence.
Intell
in his bestselling book, Emotional
aced by ed
The theory has been embraced
educators
Q.
who see the value in developing students’ EQ.

Emotional In
Intelligence
ce is not a unita
unitary phenomenon. EQ is multifaceted.
tifaceted. The five dimensions
picture
w to categorise
pictured at rightt are one helpful way
the facets of EQ.

What Is Emotional Intelligence?
e?

Emotional Intelligence includes ways
ys to be
smart not measured by IQ. People with high
wn emotional
EQ know and manage their own
life well and understand and deal well with the
feelings of others. They are skillful in rrelationships. In the language off Multiple Int
Intelligences
laboration of the interpertheory, EQ is an elaboration
ntrapersonal intelligences.
intelli
sonal and intrapersonal

B

erm Emotional Int
The term
Intelligence sounds like
moron. Many of us have an entrenched
an oxymoron.
notion of an opp
opposition between emotions
and thinking, passions and thoughts, feelings
and intelligence, our hearts and our heads.
However, emotions evolved to help us survive
as a species. Understanding and dealing well
with our own emotions and those of others
leads to more intelligent, successful behaviour.
Emotional skills are fundamental life skills.
They may determine life success better than
traditional cognitive skills. EQ can matter more
than IQ. This theory explains why the “smartest” people don’t always fare the best in the real
world and why “smart” people can do such
dumb things—they may be lacking in EQ.
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The Need
ed for Emotional
i
Intelligence
lligence

The emotional
motional and social skills under
nder the EQ um
umelf-aware
brella are essentia
essential life skills. Self-awareness,
selfcontrol, self-m
n, empathy and relationship
rela
self-motivation,
skills are ccrucial for leading
ding a happy and healthy life.
EQ serves students in school;
chool; in their relationshipss
with friends, family and loved
ved on
or
ones; and in the workpla
dents w
nm
hemselves
place. Those students
who can
motivate themselves
trol their impulses
impul are far more successful
and control
ol. Some of the most requested
d skills by
in school.
mployers are exactl
cribed by EQ—
employers
exactly those described
erpersonal skills,
skil emotional maturity and selfinterpersonal
tion sk
p skills are a n
regulation
skills. Relationship
necessity
rese
for the preservation
of our increasingly pluralistic
democratic society.
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Implicationss for Educators
Educato

Social and emotional develop
development programs in
schools existed
before Emotional Intelligence
xisted well bef
larised EQ reinforces the value of these
was popularised.
d provides
pro
programs and
a new conceptual framework
for educators. Schools focusing on developing students’ EQ report a decrease in violence, classroom
disruptions, put-downs, drug use, delinquency,
anxiety and self-destructive behaviours. They report an increase in self-control, self-esteem, caring,
cooperation, perseverance, communication skills
and empathy.
Students are born with different innate social and
emotional proclivities. But in schools we can nurture the development of our students’ emotional
skills—skills that will help students succeed in school
and in the world. Skills that will last a lifetime.
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